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the constitution of india original book by dr b r ambedkar the constitution of india original book by dr b r ambedkar
is a seminal work that presents the original text of the constitution of india along with insightful commentary by the
author dr b r ambedkar the principal architect of the indian constitution provides valuable insights into the
principles intentions and significance of the constitution this book serves as a vital resource for anyone seeking to
understand the foundation of india s democratic system the rights and duties of citizens and the constitutional
framework that governs the country key aspects of the book the constitution of india original book original text of
the constitution the book presents the original text of the constitution of india providing readers with access to the
authoritative document that lays the foundation of the indian democratic system it includes all the articles
schedules and amendments as initially adopted insightful commentary by dr b r ambedkar dr b r ambedkar in his
commentary offers valuable insights into the various aspects of the constitution he explains the rationale behind
specific provisions discusses the principles of democracy social justice and equality enshrined in the constitution
and provides a historical context to its formation understanding the constitutional framework this book enables
readers to gain a comprehensive understanding of the constitutional framework of india it explores fundamental
rights directive principles of state policy the structure of government the powers of different branches and the
relationship between the center and the states among other key aspects dr b r ambedkar an eminent jurist social
reformer and the chief architect of the indian constitution authored the constitution of india original book his
profound knowledge of constitutional law and his vision for a just and inclusive society are reflected in this seminal
work dr ambedkar s invaluable contribution to the drafting and framing of the indian constitution along with his
deep understanding of social issues continues to inspire generations and shape the democratic fabric of india this
book serves as a testament to his immense scholarship and unwavering commitment to equality and justice a well
known comprehensive text on india s constitution with a holistic approach a revised and updated edition providing a
cumulative account of the changing scene of politics with the fifteenth general elections of 2014 bringing about the
decimation of the congress party and the triumph of bjp coverage of the new legislation regulating procedure for
recommending new appointments to the supreme court of india foreword by ca dr girish ahuja pages 359 edition
2021 specially designed for competitive exams and students of b com m com bba mba llb ca cs cma and other
specialised courses the main features of this book which make it better than other books are 1 all the topics have
been presented in a tabular form no paragraphs have been used which make it easier to read and understand 2
diagrams for most of the topics have been given in this book this makes it very easy for the students to understand
and remember the contents 3 all the concepts have been given pointwise which makes reading very fast and easy
4 this book gives conceptual clarity of the law 5 this book not only helps in scoring very good marks in exam but
also in using the law in practical world the indian constitution is one of the world s longest and most important
political texts its birth over six decades ago signalled the arrival of the first major post colonial constitution and the
world s largest and arguably most daring democratic experiment apart from greater domestic focus on the
constitution and the institutional role of the supreme court within india s democratic framework recent years have
also witnessed enormous comparative interest in india s constitutional experiment the oxford handbook of the
indian constitution is a wide ranging analytical reflection on the major themes and debates that surround india s
constitution the handbook provides a comprehensive account of the developments and doctrinal features of india s
constitution as well as articulating frameworks and methodological approaches through which studies of indian
constitutionalism and constitutionalism more generally might proceed its contributions range from rigorous legal
studies of provisions within the text to reflections upon historical trends and social practices as such the handbook
is an essential reference point not merely for indian and comparative constitutional scholars but for students of
indian democracy more generally an introduction to the constitution of india 5th edition this book provides an
overview of the content and functioning of the indian constitution with an emphasis on the broader socio political
context it focuses on the overarching principles and the main institutions of constitutional governance that the
world s longest written constitution inaugurated in 1950 the nine chapters of the book deal with specific aspects of
the indian constitutional tradition as it has evolved across seven decades of india s existence as an independent
nation beginning with the pre history of the constitution and its making the book moves onto an examination of the
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structural features and actual operation of the constitution s principal governance institutions these include the
executive and the parliament the institutions of federalism and local government and the judiciary an unusual
feature of indian constitutionalism that is highlighted here is the role played by technocratic institutions such as the
election commission the comptroller and auditor general and a set of new regulatory institutions most of which
were created during the 1990s a considerable portion of the book evaluates issues relating to constitutional rights
directive principles and the constitutional regulation of multiple forms of identity in india the important issue of
constitutional change in india is approached from an atypical perspective the book employs a narrative form to
describe the twists turns and challenges confronted across nearly seven decades of the working of the
constitutional order it departs from conventional indian constitutional scholarship in placing less emphasis on
constitutional doctrine as evolved in judicial decisions delivered by the high courts and the supreme court instead
the book turns the spotlight on the political bargains and extra legal developments that have influenced
constitutional evolution written in accessible prose that avoids undue legal jargon the book aims at a general
audience that is interested in understanding the complex yet fascinating challenges posed by constitutionalism in
india its unconventional approach to some classic issues will stimulate the more seasoned student of constitutional
law and politics part i introductorypart ii the growth of constitutionalism in indiapart iii preamble territory and
citizenshippart iv fundamental rights and directive principlepart v the government of the unionpart vi the machinery
of government in the statespart vii the federal systempart viii miscellaneous provisions dr p k agrawal is firstclass
first in law and a gold medalist from university of allahabad in 1973 he started his career as a lecturer in law he did
ll m from calcutta university when he was the district magistrate in ias cadre of west bengal in 1987 he was
awarded d phil in law from allahabad university in 1992 for review of land laws of uttar pradesh dr agrawal worked
as joint secretary department of justice ministry of law and justice govt of india from 1997 to 2002 where he tried to
implement judicial reforms he was also a member of threemen drafting committee of the i t act dr pramod kumar
agrawal is a prolific writer of hindi and english and has sixty books to his credit he worked as an advocate and
partner after retirement with khaitan company a leading law firm at present dr agrawal is the managing partner vas
global a new delhi based law firm although political circles treat the constitution of india as a sacred scripture which
has guided the inner workings of the world s largest democracy since 1950 the document has mysteriously escaped
critical inquiry why is it because of its bulkiness its complexity its inconsistencies and contradictions the constitution
of india simplified invites the common person to examine the internals of the indian constitution in order to
comprehend its basic contents and discover how to make a little sense out of the document s seemingly
bewildering set of principles comprehensive text on the constitution of india with a holistic approach covers the
evolution of the indian constitution government and politics from independence to the present day an appendix at
the end of every chapter providing the latest information useful for the students and teachers of political science
and law and candidates appearing for the competitive examinations conducted by the union public service
commission and the state public service commissions india became independent in 1947 and after nearly three
years of debate in the constituent assembly adopted a constitution that came into effect on 26 january 1950 this
constitution has lasted until the present with its basic structure unaltered a remarkable achievement given that the
generally accepted prerequisites for democratic stability did not exist and do not exist even today half a century of
constitutional democracy is something that political scientists and legal scholars need to analyze and explain this
volume examines the career of constitutional political ideas implicitly of western origin in the text of the indian
constitution or implicit within it as well as in actual political practice in the country over the past half century
contributed articles conscious of the fact that our constitution was the product of socio economic forces operating
at the time of its enactment the founding fathers bestowed upon the parliament the powers under the article 368 of
the constitution to amend it with a view to bringing it in tune with the changing needs and aspirations of the people
since we adopted the constitution in 1950 this amending process has been working like a afety valve and has
helped in reconciling with the requisites for peace and progress this publication is a well documented study on the
nature scope and operation of amending process of the constitution of india it contains a brief legislative history
and a synopsis of each of the constitution amendment act enacted till august 1994 a brief legislative history of the
amending bills which were either lapsed or withdrawn or removed or negatived after their introduction also forms
part of the study the texts of these acts and bills have been reproduced in full in the annexures give statements
showing the provisions of the constitution amended by various amendment acts and the number of the constitution
amendment bills as introduced vis a vis the number of the constitution amendment acts as passed and status of
bills if removed lapsed withdrawn or negatived it is hoped that the study would be useful not only for
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parliamentarians but for all those interested in constitutional studies a commentary and study this work focuses on
the relationship between constitutionalism and popular sovereignty in india the author contends that its identity
was shaped by a prior period of prolonged popular engagement in resisting a colonial regime and goes on to show
that the constitutional text can be meaningfully viewed within a specifically indian tradition of political and
intellectual history annotated edition incorporating amendments judicial reviews case law etc up to august 1981 the
basic strucure doctrine articulated by the indian supreme court in 1973 made it amply clear that the basic features
of the constitution must remain inviolable the doctrine has generatd serious debates ever since as it placed
substantive and procedural limits on the amending powers of the execuive despite the lack of clarity as to its nature
the scope of the doctrine has been broadened in recent years and a wide range of state actions are covered in its
purview in this book krishnaswamy analyses its legitimacy in legal moral and sociological terms and argues that the
doctrine has emerged from a valid interpretation of the constituitional provisions this book will be of interest to
scholars of indian constitutional law political theory and jurisprudence as well as judges and legal practitioners at a
time when the nation is passing through difficulties and our polity is under tremendous strain the india international
centre has taken the initiative to analyse and examine a theme of great relevance to the current crisis eminent
political scientists educationists and public men have come together in this prestigious work to present their
perspectives on the constitution of india part i constitutional development of india part ii national movement part iii
modern indian constitution this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Constitution of India 2023-08-30
the constitution of india original book by dr b r ambedkar the constitution of india original book by dr b r ambedkar
is a seminal work that presents the original text of the constitution of india along with insightful commentary by the
author dr b r ambedkar the principal architect of the indian constitution provides valuable insights into the
principles intentions and significance of the constitution this book serves as a vital resource for anyone seeking to
understand the foundation of india s democratic system the rights and duties of citizens and the constitutional
framework that governs the country key aspects of the book the constitution of india original book original text of
the constitution the book presents the original text of the constitution of india providing readers with access to the
authoritative document that lays the foundation of the indian democratic system it includes all the articles
schedules and amendments as initially adopted insightful commentary by dr b r ambedkar dr b r ambedkar in his
commentary offers valuable insights into the various aspects of the constitution he explains the rationale behind
specific provisions discusses the principles of democracy social justice and equality enshrined in the constitution
and provides a historical context to its formation understanding the constitutional framework this book enables
readers to gain a comprehensive understanding of the constitutional framework of india it explores fundamental
rights directive principles of state policy the structure of government the powers of different branches and the
relationship between the center and the states among other key aspects dr b r ambedkar an eminent jurist social
reformer and the chief architect of the indian constitution authored the constitution of india original book his
profound knowledge of constitutional law and his vision for a just and inclusive society are reflected in this seminal
work dr ambedkar s invaluable contribution to the drafting and framing of the indian constitution along with his
deep understanding of social issues continues to inspire generations and shape the democratic fabric of india this
book serves as a testament to his immense scholarship and unwavering commitment to equality and justice

India's Constitution, 16th Edition 2017
a well known comprehensive text on india s constitution with a holistic approach a revised and updated edition
providing a cumulative account of the changing scene of politics with the fifteenth general elections of 2014
bringing about the decimation of the congress party and the triumph of bjp coverage of the new legislation
regulating procedure for recommending new appointments to the supreme court of india

Making of India's Constitution 2008
foreword by ca dr girish ahuja pages 359 edition 2021 specially designed for competitive exams and students of b
com m com bba mba llb ca cs cma and other specialised courses the main features of this book which make it
better than other books are 1 all the topics have been presented in a tabular form no paragraphs have been used
which make it easier to read and understand 2 diagrams for most of the topics have been given in this book this
makes it very easy for the students to understand and remember the contents 3 all the concepts have been given
pointwise which makes reading very fast and easy 4 this book gives conceptual clarity of the law 5 this book not
only helps in scoring very good marks in exam but also in using the law in practical world

Universal's Guide to the Constitution of India 2022
the indian constitution is one of the world s longest and most important political texts its birth over six decades ago
signalled the arrival of the first major post colonial constitution and the world s largest and arguably most daring
democratic experiment apart from greater domestic focus on the constitution and the institutional role of the
supreme court within india s democratic framework recent years have also witnessed enormous comparative
interest in india s constitutional experiment the oxford handbook of the indian constitution is a wide ranging
analytical reflection on the major themes and debates that surround india s constitution the handbook provides a
comprehensive account of the developments and doctrinal features of india s constitution as well as articulating
frameworks and methodological approaches through which studies of indian constitutionalism and constitutionalism
more generally might proceed its contributions range from rigorous legal studies of provisions within the text to
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reflections upon historical trends and social practices as such the handbook is an essential reference point not
merely for indian and comparative constitutional scholars but for students of indian democracy more generally

Introduction to the Constitution of India (A Diagrammatic and
Tabular Presentation) 2021-12-07
an introduction to the constitution of india 5th edition

Constitution Of India, 10/e 2010
this book provides an overview of the content and functioning of the indian constitution with an emphasis on the
broader socio political context it focuses on the overarching principles and the main institutions of constitutional
governance that the world s longest written constitution inaugurated in 1950 the nine chapters of the book deal
with specific aspects of the indian constitutional tradition as it has evolved across seven decades of india s
existence as an independent nation beginning with the pre history of the constitution and its making the book
moves onto an examination of the structural features and actual operation of the constitution s principal
governance institutions these include the executive and the parliament the institutions of federalism and local
government and the judiciary an unusual feature of indian constitutionalism that is highlighted here is the role
played by technocratic institutions such as the election commission the comptroller and auditor general and a set of
new regulatory institutions most of which were created during the 1990s a considerable portion of the book
evaluates issues relating to constitutional rights directive principles and the constitutional regulation of multiple
forms of identity in india the important issue of constitutional change in india is approached from an atypical
perspective the book employs a narrative form to describe the twists turns and challenges confronted across nearly
seven decades of the working of the constitutional order it departs from conventional indian constitutional
scholarship in placing less emphasis on constitutional doctrine as evolved in judicial decisions delivered by the high
courts and the supreme court instead the book turns the spotlight on the political bargains and extra legal
developments that have influenced constitutional evolution written in accessible prose that avoids undue legal
jargon the book aims at a general audience that is interested in understanding the complex yet fascinating
challenges posed by constitutionalism in india its unconventional approach to some classic issues will stimulate the
more seasoned student of constitutional law and politics

The Oxford Handbook of the Indian Constitution 2016-05-12
part i introductorypart ii the growth of constitutionalism in indiapart iii preamble territory and citizenshippart iv
fundamental rights and directive principlepart v the government of the unionpart vi the machinery of government in
the statespart vii the federal systempart viii miscellaneous provisions

An Introduction to the Constitution of India, 5th Edition 2009-11
dr p k agrawal is firstclass first in law and a gold medalist from university of allahabad in 1973 he started his career
as a lecturer in law he did ll m from calcutta university when he was the district magistrate in ias cadre of west
bengal in 1987 he was awarded d phil in law from allahabad university in 1992 for review of land laws of uttar
pradesh dr agrawal worked as joint secretary department of justice ministry of law and justice govt of india from
1997 to 2002 where he tried to implement judicial reforms he was also a member of threemen drafting committee
of the i t act dr pramod kumar agrawal is a prolific writer of hindi and english and has sixty books to his credit he
worked as an advocate and partner after retirement with khaitan company a leading law firm at present dr agrawal
is the managing partner vas global a new delhi based law firm
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The Constitution of India 2017-12-28
although political circles treat the constitution of india as a sacred scripture which has guided the inner workings of
the world s largest democracy since 1950 the document has mysteriously escaped critical inquiry why is it because
of its bulkiness its complexity its inconsistencies and contradictions the constitution of india simplified invites the
common person to examine the internals of the indian constitution in order to comprehend its basic contents and
discover how to make a little sense out of the document s seemingly bewildering set of principles

Constitutional Government in India 2003
comprehensive text on the constitution of india with a holistic approach covers the evolution of the indian
constitution government and politics from independence to the present day an appendix at the end of every
chapter providing the latest information useful for the students and teachers of political science and law and
candidates appearing for the competitive examinations conducted by the union public service commission and the
state public service commissions

Reconstitution of the Constitution of India 2002
india became independent in 1947 and after nearly three years of debate in the constituent assembly adopted a
constitution that came into effect on 26 january 1950 this constitution has lasted until the present with its basic
structure unaltered a remarkable achievement given that the generally accepted prerequisites for democratic
stability did not exist and do not exist even today half a century of constitutional democracy is something that
political scientists and legal scholars need to analyze and explain this volume examines the career of constitutional
political ideas implicitly of western origin in the text of the indian constitution or implicit within it as well as in actual
political practice in the country over the past half century

Preamble of the Constitution of India 2007
contributed articles

Commentary on the Constitution of India 2020-01-01
conscious of the fact that our constitution was the product of socio economic forces operating at the time of its
enactment the founding fathers bestowed upon the parliament the powers under the article 368 of the constitution
to amend it with a view to bringing it in tune with the changing needs and aspirations of the people since we
adopted the constitution in 1950 this amending process has been working like a afety valve and has helped in
reconciling with the requisites for peace and progress this publication is a well documented study on the nature
scope and operation of amending process of the constitution of india it contains a brief legislative history and a
synopsis of each of the constitution amendment act enacted till august 1994 a brief legislative history of the
amending bills which were either lapsed or withdrawn or removed or negatived after their introduction also forms
part of the study the texts of these acts and bills have been reproduced in full in the annexures give statements
showing the provisions of the constitution amended by various amendment acts and the number of the constitution
amendment bills as introduced vis a vis the number of the constitution amendment acts as passed and status of
bills if removed lapsed withdrawn or negatived it is hoped that the study would be useful not only for
parliamentarians but for all those interested in constitutional studies

The Constitution of India Simplified 2018-12-06
a commentary and study
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Constitutional Law of India 1975
this work focuses on the relationship between constitutionalism and popular sovereignty in india the author
contends that its identity was shaped by a prior period of prolonged popular engagement in resisting a colonial
regime and goes on to show that the constitutional text can be meaningfully viewed within a specifically indian
tradition of political and intellectual history

The Constitution of India 1966
annotated edition incorporating amendments judicial reviews case law etc up to august 1981

The Constitution of India 1969
the basic strucure doctrine articulated by the indian supreme court in 1973 made it amply clear that the basic
features of the constitution must remain inviolable the doctrine has generatd serious debates ever since as it
placed substantive and procedural limits on the amending powers of the execuive despite the lack of clarity as to its
nature the scope of the doctrine has been broadened in recent years and a wide range of state actions are covered
in its purview in this book krishnaswamy analyses its legitimacy in legal moral and sociological terms and argues
that the doctrine has emerged from a valid interpretation of the constituitional provisions this book will be of
interest to scholars of indian constitutional law political theory and jurisprudence as well as judges and legal
practitioners

The New Constitution of India 1923
at a time when the nation is passing through difficulties and our polity is under tremendous strain the india
international centre has taken the initiative to analyse and examine a theme of great relevance to the current crisis
eminent political scientists educationists and public men have come together in this prestigious work to present
their perspectives on the constitution of india

The Constitution, Government and Politics in India 2005
part i constitutional development of india part ii national movement part iii modern indian constitution

India's Living Constitution 2004
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text
in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA A Politico-Legal Study 1968

The Framing of India's Constitution 1997
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Political System and Constitution of India 1995

Constitution Amendment in India 1994

Our Constitution 1957

Constitutional Developments in India 1967

The Constitution of India 2001

V.N. Shukla's Constitution of India 1980

Governor in the Indian Constitution 2009

The Constitution of India 2007

The Constitution of India 1981

Shorter Constitution of India 2010-11-03

Democracy and Constitutionalism in India 1993

Perspectives on the Constitution 2012

The Constitution of India 2005

Constitutional Development & National Movemen in India 1995

Right to Equality in the Constitution of India 1967

The Framing of India's Constitution: A study 2021-09-09
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The Constitution Of India First Edition 1972

The Indian Constitution
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